
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE INFAMOUS “DUCKBUTTPOTBELLY”:   
SAVING YOUR DISCS 

This concept is the most relevant to preserving the integrity of your low back of any 
principle I know. While the approach may sound quite odd, it certainly is quite odd. 
However, if you practice this periodically and “get” the concept of “it,” you will find putting 
it into practice will help you strengthen and preserve your low back indefinitely if not 
longer. Here is a bit of rambling rationale. 

The entire weight of your upper body with 
all its vigorous momentum enters your pelvis 
through your lumbosacral junction, 
predominately your fifth lumbar disc. 
(Photo at left.) 

The fifth lumbar disc is usually the first disc 
of the twenty-two in your spine to become 
screwed up, inflamed, bulged, herniated, 
and ruptured. Hence, it is the most common 
spinal disc to undergo low-back surgeries 
such as microsurgeries, laminectomies, 

fusions, and the like. (Hey, I had this new patient the other day who thinks I’m wonderful. He 
couldn’t afford a spine surgery so I touched up his X-rays, now he feels better. Joke.) 

Due to accidents, automated lifestyle, soft couches and easy chairs, lack of proper 
exercise, bad beds, factory-produced imitation foods, and indubitably the refusal to 
perform duckbuttpotbelly exercises, this is usually the first area of your spine to 
produce symptoms of stiffness and later chronic pain. 

My physical treatment of people’s low-back pain is quite successful in the majority of 
cases. However, without your consistent attention and care, low back weakness has a 
tendency to become chronic. If you begin to take responsibility for your spinal health, 
and practice a simple routine of low-back exercise—predominately stretching 
exercise—particularly incorporating a bit of “duckbuttpotbelly” as you “exert in 
extension” (come back upright, lifting yourself or objects), you will have an excellent 
chance of keeping your low back stable and avoid quacks. So, listen up and pay 
attention. 



(First of all, remember for the rest of this essay that when 
the fluid “egg yolk” in the center of a torn disc begins to 
leak, it usually leaks backward. Hence, most disc bulge and 
herniation is in the rear portion of the disc.) 
(Photo at right .) 

Immediately behind your discs is a holding ligament that 
keeps your discs from pushing backward too far into your 
nerve canals. (Photo at r ight.) Immediately behind this 
ligament is your spinal canal and spinal cord. To the sides of your spinal cord are 31 pairs 

of big spinal nerves that come out and away to carry their 
messages all over the place. (Photo at left.) Behind your spinal 
cord and vertebrae are supposed to be big strong muscles and 
ligaments to make your spine function properly. 

Now, remember that when a 
muscle is chronically lengthened 
it becomes weak, and more 
prone to spasm and injury. 
However, chronically shortening 
a muscle allows it to harden, lose 
flexibility and become prone to 
tearing. 

 

 

 

 

When your body is bent forward, your low back is 
lengthened and your front is shortened. (Photo at r ight.) 

 

 

 

 

When you lie on your back in a hammock 
(photo at left), or soft mattress, or couch, 
your low back is lengthened and your front 
is shortened. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the photo 
at left, you can 
see a tiny tear in 
the rear disc. Notice also that the 
disc is slightly wider in the front, 
and slightly more narrow in the 
back. Then, notice in the photo at 
right that the front parts of the 
spine bones are squeezed together, 
as when you are bending forward to 
touch your toes, or coming up 
while doing a sit-up. Notice that the 

disc is now more narrow in the front, and more wide in the rear. Notice also that the “tails” of 
the bones are much farther apart when you are bent forward. Notice that the disc fluid (the “egg 
yolk”) is thus allowed access to the rear portion of the disc, and is finally being forced through 
the little tear in the rear ligament. The “bubble” of disc fluid is now coming against the nerve 
(photo above right), and a person may be under a strong suspicion that his consequent 
sensory enhancement is not to his liking. His back now hurts like a %#@*! (which in French is 
an illegitimate individual attempting to reproduce). Remember, as a rule, bending forward does 
not hurt you. What hurts you is “coming back up” toward upright/straight, generally with some 
twist, as now your disc is “wide” in the rear, and being “twisted” while you force it backward 
with the effort of lifting or whatever, toward your spinal cord and nerve roots. Some tall trees 
can sway back and forth in a storm more than 50 feet without tearing their growth rings. 
However, if the tree is twisted, the growth rings can now be torn. Once your disc can twist no 
further, your “growth rings” begin to tear. Your disc can finally bulge and herniate—from 
something as simple as lifting your cat, or returning from getting toilet paper, or reaching out of 
your car to get your newspaper, or bending way, way down to kiss your great-great 
grandmother for bringing you fresh calf liver. (So, come to my stretch classes on Tuesday 
nights, so you can quickly reach further before you tear and hurt yourself!)  Learning to add a 
slight “duckbuttpotbelly” when “coming back up” from over your desk, your couch, armchair, 
soft bed, car seat, lifting rocks etc, when your disc was allowed to get “too wide” in the rear, 
will, over time, save your rear. 

When you sit in the average car (not a 
used car being sold by the Jacobson 
family) car seat (photo at left) or 
armchair, and are not using lumbar 
supports (found at the Jacobson 
Miracle Cure Center), your low back 
is lengthened. Notice the difference 
with a lumbar support 
(Photo at right). 



It is not too surprising that truck drivers suffer from more low-back problems, particularly 
hernias and ruptures, than members of any other profession. While a significant amount of 
this problem can be attributed to the music they listen to, and the home cookin’ they miss, 
it is, nevertheless, the constant lengthening of their low backs that weakens them. One day 
they get out of their truck to throw a rope up over their load and feel a RIPPPPPP, and I 
don’t mean from gas pains from the diner burgers. They tear muscle, ligament, and 
cartilage tissue, and can herniate/rupture a spinal 
disc. So, here's the situation. When your low-back 
muscles are chronically lengthened they weaken. 
As they weaken, the spinal ligaments under them 
start to be overstretched. This allows, particularly, 
the rear disc holding ligament to become sloppy 
about restricting the backward pressure of your 
disc and its fluid. Notice the position of the “egg 
yolk” in the normal disc. (Photo at r ight.) 

After the “egg white” of your disc is torn, and the 
fluid “egg yolk” starts to leak backwards, your rear 
ligaments and muscles do not have the integrity to 
keep the fluid forward because they cannot properly “shorten” to properly hold the disc 
where it belongs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
If your disc fluid leaks 
to the right side against 
your right nerve, you 
will have right side 
pain.  (Photo at left.) 

 
If your disc fluid bulges 
to the center, you could 
have pain on both 
sides.  
(Photo at right.) 
 

 
 

Hence, your disc fluid starts to 
leak and, ultimately, to 
“herniate” backward through 
your rear ligament, and then 
against your spinal cord, and 
nerve roots. You say, “Ouch! I 
should have listened to that pug 
ugly damn fool chiro on Gold 
Flat Road who keeps harping 
about that silly duckbuttpotbelly 
hocus pocus!” 
(Photos at left  and right.) 

 



So, how can we prevent this sequence of events, and ambush and de-rail your 
paintrain, and keep the poor spine surgeons and chiropractors in the bread line? 

Well, if a great cause of your disc leakage is over-lengthening of your rear muscles and 
ligaments, and the consequent weakening of them, it seems reasonable that you should try 
to shorten and strengthen them. So, how do you shorten and strengthen your rear muscles 
and ligaments? Simple. YOU BEND BACKWARD, as in the following examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Backward bending lengthens the front of your body and shortens the back of your body. I know 
this is a difficult concept, but work with me here. If you sit in a soft car seat that sags backward, 
your low back will sag backward, lengthening and weakening your rear muscles and ligaments. 
If you lie on your back on a soft mattress, your low back sags backward and lengthens. If you 
lean forward over a desk all day, your back is lengthened and your front is shortened. Your disc 
is progressively widened in its rear portion, and your disc fibers and fluid are allowed to slowly 
“creep” backward. This creates a “disc bulge” against your over-lengthened rear ligament and 
nearby nerve tissue. Ultimately, this can overstretch your spinal cord and nerve roots. If you 
experience chronic sciatic pain down your right leg you can assume your right nerve root is 
being overstretched. 



Thus, you can see why, when most negligent people get old, they are bent forward. They 
are “short” in the fronts of their bodies and are now too stiff and calcified in the front to 
bend backward comfortably. If they bend back quickly, they tear something. This is because, 
in most cases, they neglected, or simply refused, to bend backward enough. Perhaps 
because their mother told them to, I don’t know. Whatever the psychological motive, they 
allowed the “front” muscles, ligaments, and cartilage of their spine bones to calcify 
prematurely. We will proceed to learn the all-important basic “duckbuttpotbelly” to avoid 
this fate. After all, wouldn’t you rather have a long straight coffin rather than one shaped 
like a half moon? (When you see me, ask me to tell you the undertaker joke about the suit.) 
Here we go, so pay attention. 

DUCKBUTTPOTBELLY INSTRUCTIONS 

Stand in the home position. (Photo at left .) 

Lift your lowest tailbone bone toward the back wall and up 
toward the ceiling slightly (duckbutt), as you push your belly 
slightly forward a bit (potbelly). Push your chest forward a bit 
as you drop your head slightly back. (Photo at r ight.) 

To repeat—your pubic bone should go backward, and your 
tailbone should come upward and backward, as if some fool 
behind you was pulling up on your underwear. As your belly 
starts to come forward, with your mild assistance, to this 
“duckbutt” position, arch your chest a bit forward like you are 
pretending to be President Schwarzenegger, or Madonna, or 
Diane. (Photo below left .) 

Allow your head to rock backward a bit as your chest and 
neck come forward. Assume you are bringing your head to your butt, and 

vice versa. As you push your low tailbone backward then upward like a baboon ready to 
mate (duckbutt) you will notice the forward movement of your belly button (potbelly). You 
will learn to accentuate these two movements until you can isolate your power into your 
lower three lumbar discs. Now, if all this mumbo jumbo makes no sense to you—go sit on 
your high chair in the kitchen. Are you there? Okay. You will notice that as your knees and 
thighs “go down,” you will feel your pelvis rotating forward. That is the movement you are 
trying to create. Now, do not get distracted on that stool, because you are not done yet. 

OK, there you are again, standing up nice 
and purty. Start to bend forward from 
your hips, keeping your chest and 
bellybutton pushed forward-head slightly 
back, and your low tailbone pushed back 
and upward. Keep bending forward until 
you feel the need to reverse the arch-
usually about one fourth of the way 
down. Then, abandon the whole thing 
and forget everything I explained, and 



allow your forward arch to reverse completely, as you continue to reach toward your toes 
with your fingers. (Photo at r ight .) 

When bent forward, try to bring your nose to your knees as best you can. Remember to try 
to keep your knees straight. Hold this position while trying to lift the rear of your thighs 
upward. 

To return, put the peanut on top of your nose, and slowly 
start to lift up your head only—neckbone by neckbone. 
(Photo at r ight.) 

Only after running out of neck bones, start lifting up your 
shoulder blades while pushing your upper chest forward 
until your rib cage can come back up no farther. 
(Remember, your low back has not been asked and allowed 

to move yet). (Photo 
at left .) 

Now, here’s where it 
gets important, so 
pay attention. At this 
point of return, put 12 watermelons or children on 
your low back to push it forward, to start 
incorporating the duckbuttpotbelly, as you come up 
more. (Photo bottom left .) Keep your tailbone 
(which is usually 2 inches lower down than you 
think), going toward the back wall and arching up 
toward the ceiling to steadily rotate your pelvis 
forward to push your bellybutton forward. 

Continue up, lifting your tailbone backward 
and upward and pushing your belly forward 
until you return to the top — back to your 
neutral upright “home” position. 
(Photo bottom right). 

Good work! Repeat all this a couple of times 
with massive nonchalance for good riddance. 

You should practice this exercise “while 
returning from a down position” every day 
until it becomes second nature. Whenever 
you bend forward to wipe up goat yogurt off 
the rug, scratch the dog, or spank your child, 
remember to incorporate a bit of 
Duckbuttpotbelly on your way back up. 
Remember, you don’t get hurt when you are 
bending down. You get hurt-usually while 
twisting-on the way back up! Thus, on the 



way back from forward bending you must learn to shorten your back muscles to keep your 
discs pushed forward, away from your nerves, where they belong. 

Remember that when relevant chiropractors work on your back, they usually push forward 
on it, because compromised discs prefer “forward mechanics” periodically. If you start 
periodically pushing your low back forward yourself, 
maybe you can start avoiding those bak-kracking 
choirprackkers in the future. 

So, if you have bad low back discs, and are experiencing 
pain, here are a few Duckbuttpotbelly tips. If you sit in a 
too-soft sofa or armchair, or the seat of an American 
automobile, you should use a low-back support such as a 
pillow, to keep your low back forward. (Photo at r ight.) 

As you get up from a sitting position from your car or soft 
couch, lift your butt up a bit (like someone is pulling up 
on your underwear), and push your belly forward a bit. 
As you move, upward and forward, minimize disc 
pressure backwards by pushing your belly slightly 
forward. 

When you get up from bed in the morning, do not come 
up like you are doing a sit-up, and especially do not 
immediately rotate (twist). Instead, first roll onto your belly, and stay there for a minute or 
two. Let your disc fluid mold forward away from your nerves. (Remember, your disc is a bit 
like hard Jell-O and can be molded a little). Then, bend backward slightly for a minute or 
so. (Photo below.) 

Finally, get out of bed 
keeping light pressure 
to push your belly 
slightly forward. When 
you get out of a car 
seat push your belly 
forward a bit and 
tighten it or lock it, as 
you twist to get out of 
the car. Try to 

minimize the backward pressure of your discs. Do the same belly-slightly-forward when you 
are returning after reaching for toilet paper. People get trapped with back spasm quite 
frequently on toilets, and obviously I consider that to be totally non-funny. It is especially 
sad if it is a pay toilet! Imagine the position of riding a horse, with your thighs angled down, 
and your butt up a bit, and also imagine sitting on the edge of a high stool with your thighs 
angled down. Both of these positions are similar, and good for your low back by reducing 
your “backwards disc pressure,” particularly the horse position. 

However, I would advise that if you have never ridden a horse, that you ride a horse 
that has never been ridden. Just kidding. Maybe. If you practice this system of 



periodically creating more forward curve in your low back, your low back injuries 
should be quite infrequent and short lived. Injuries should only happen when you are 
oblivious to your movement, or your positioning, or when God simply does not like 
you. (Or, with the coming depression I need more patients). If injuries do occur, you 
should be able to heal your tissue tears more quickly, due to your increased capacity for 
blood supply and improved biomechanics. In other words, you should have less 
tearing, and more circulation to heal yourself quicker. Good things happen.  


